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UXU KALHUS 
Trad-Folk-Rock Band. 
 
Muscled Performances / Chameleonic Sonorities / Radical Trad. / Subversive 
Folk / Progressive Ball  
 
Malhão, Viras, Corridinhos, Círculos, Mazurcas, Chotiças, natural acoustic 
sounds combined with the power of the new technology and crazy harmonies 
are “Trade Mark” of the group. 
 
Afro-Jazz-Rock-Ska-Classic influences are combined with the traditional 
Portuguese music and the result is an explosive and new Portuguese fusion 
style.  
 
 
MUSICIANS: 
Celina Piedade (Vox/Acordeon), Eddy Slap (Electric Bass), Paulo Pereira 
(Flute and Ralch Fifen), Luis Salgado (Drums), Tó Zé (Electric Guitar) and 
special guests: Nuno Patrício (Vox/Percussions) and André Lourenço  
(Keyboards) 
 
 
 
About the CD A REVOLTA DOS BADALOS (2006) 
Independent / MEGAMÚSICA 
 
6 years and 180 balls after, there it is: A REVOLTA DOS BADALOS 
(something like “The Revolt of the Clappers", the very first one coming out!  
On the CD, you will find original compositions (Ex: Schottishes, Waltzes, 
Marches) and radical arrangements of Portuguese Dances (Ex: Malhão, Erva 
Cidreira, Regadinho) putting a mark on this first album, that concentrates, in a 
Compact Disc, the energy and spontaneity transmitted by the band on stage  
(Muscled Interpretations). 
 
 
UXU KALHUS can be defined as a group of fusion (Folk-Rock-Jazz), with 
influences of all the continents and styles (Chameleonic Sonorities) but with 
an assumed traditional root (Radical Trad); compositions and arrangements 
search inspiration in the folklore (Subversive FolK), reinventing a new 
language for the Ball and returning dances to the "Dance Floor" (Progressive 
Ball).  
 
 
The CD also includes a video that teaches group dances.  
The layer is made of textile paper that lasts for more than 400 years! 
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What have been written about … 
 
 
(..) [A REVOLTA DOS BADALOS is the] complete assuming of the, global (in 
the good way), idea that music is a unique and universal entity, without 
passports nor visas (..) And, many times, being so close (and, at the same time, 
so, so, so far...) to the Portuguese folk tradition (…) 
 
[UXU KALHUS] show us in this album, such as they show in live concerts, a 
hipper-organic fusion of styles, with spirit, imagination, perfect knowledge of the 
forms, rhythms and melodies. The final result is almost almost always notable 
(9/10) António Pires (Blog "Raízes e Antenas") 
 
 
(..)... it washes the body, it washes the soul... between originals and covers, this 
is a record of a superior, purifying  energy of souls in stress, tired souls of the 
hardness and coldness of the days. A REVOLTA DOS BADALOS relaxes... 
pacifies (..) It’s absolutely divine as of a purely traditional root, the group takes 
off for a revolution made of the reinvention of this tradition towards the present, 
to the future. The cauldron of the world... influences, musics, instruments... a 
cauldron well shaken and ready to use. Rui Dinis (Blog "A Trompa") 
 
UXU KALHUS [define themselves] as a cauldron of musical influences, that 
melts decades of traditional Anglo-Saxon music with African and Eastern 
rhythms, in a contemporary self language (...) In fact, the musicians have fun in  
deconstructing the traditional musical past in new musical forms, crossing Ska 
with Corridinho or Dub with Viras (..) One of the "wild cards" of this debut record 
is how it catches the energy that the band has on stage, in performances that 
recoup and “spread the word” for traditional dances. 
 
 (..) A REVOLTA DOS BADALOS has 13 tracks “making a revolution” against 
the traditional conventions of popular music, filtering it with an intercontinental 
kaleidoscope (...) Tracks as "Nova Babilónia", that crosses a devilish tribal 
percussion with hip-hop vocalizations, or "Passodoble do Azulejo", that 
connects passodoble to electricity, are true enemies of lethargy. Pedro Soares 
(Rua de Baixo) 
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++ info: 
www.uxukalhus.net 
www.myspace.com/uxukalhus 
www.uxukalhus.blogspot.com 
 
Contacts: ++ 351 96 23 49 762 / 96 23 18 254 
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